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The Fixed Frame and The Live Show
By Johannes Knudsen
Television has developed a trick of ending a story or a
sequence by showing a fixed picture of the final frame, giving
a rather vivid expression to the immediate or concluding
situation. Sometimes this picture is amusing, even ludicrous,
evoking a smile; sometimes a tear lingers on .
Throughout history people in various situations have fixed,
or frozen, or made static, a certain attitude, relationship or
point of view. This way, or form, or picture, has tlien become
cherished and revered, even as an icon over an ancient alter
has become a symbol of tradition. The way things were done
at a specific time was made normative and unchangeable. It
was the "heritage" to do specific things in the manner of the
"fixed frame."
There are examples of this to be found, for instance, in
the manner of dress. We wear pants or shirts or neckties the
way it was done at a specific time. This does not mean that
we never change; we are, in fact, all too eagerly slaves of the
modish demands for change. But there are certain items that
becorl')e fixed. Take the dress style of the seventeenth century
when all persons of stature and dignity wore long frocks and
ruffs. Styles changed for royalty, nobility and even the
commoners, but the clergy of Denmark continue to wear long
frocks and ruffs to this day, an anachronism now fixed by law
and sanctified by tradition .
Splinter groups in the religious realm have celebrated the
ways and customs of the period in which they were
established . Change was considered to be a betrayal of their
founding ways and ideas. The extreme example is the
anathematizing of buttons, the symbol of change, maintaining
the hooks and eyes were normative. More commonly known
and recent is the refusal to drive automobiles, because the
horse and buggy were normative. Those of us who smile at
such logic and its apparent anachronism should think about
our own attitude toward changing necktie styles. How often
do we not claim that a certain width of the tie is a sign of our
own correctness?
Christmas customs are regarded as long established and
sanctified. Danes consider the Christmas Eve celebration with
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the Christmas tree to be an ancient and hallowed tradition of
their ancestors, when, in fact, it is a nineteenth century
innovation . In two of his well-known hymns Crundtvig (born
1783) documents that Christmas Eve was not celebrated in his
childhood. He writes that Christmas morning was his
"heaven." ("Julemorgen var mit himmerig.") At another time
he speaks about counting the hours until Christmas morning.
("Da vaagne de mildt i morgengry og trelle mer ej timer.") It
is a well-known fact that the Christmas tree was introduced
into Denmark well into the nineteenth century. I am, as a
matter of course, committed to the Christmas tree and the
Christmas Eve celebration, but I realize that they are quite
recent innovations that have become fixed. And so, of course,
are Santa Claus and Rudolph.
Ideas and slogans can become fixed too, political labels
especially. In the early decades of our century descriptive
terms such as "liberal" and "conservative" were identified
with specific programs and points of view. If you were ·liberal,
you cherished freedom and human rights; if you were conservative you held on to tradition and economic rights. The
terms "socialism" and "communism" were added to the
vocabulary and were fixed into critical frameworks such as
"radical", "godless", etc. The other end of the spectrum,
labeled then as "fascism", never caught on in a similar
manner. But political labels were fixed, static.
The fixed frames of politics stayed with us, although times
have vastly changed. If you were a freedom-lover and like to
be called a liberal today, you are not supposed to entertain
any views different from the cliches of the thirties. If, for
instance, you are opposed to abortion on demand and do not
believe in any person's absolute right over her or his body,
you are considered to be a betrayer of your liberalism. If you
are conservative, you are betraying your category when you
favor disarmament or detente.
How does this "fixation" concern the matter of heritage
emphasis? Just this! When we are carried away by the perpetuation of fads or transient points of view in a static or fixed
manner, we do not have the "live picture" but the "static
frame." We have become icon worshippers where we should
be in a living stream of ongoing things. It is possible that I
perpetuate as many fads as anyone, but that I must still
maintain that reverence for a static way or view without an
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ongoing concept of and participation in the values involved is
not only a parody of heritage; it can actually become a
deterrent to contemporary living.
In many ways there was a flowering of interest for Danish
values in the American Evangelical Church (AELC) community
in the twenties and thirties. We were happy to share them in
a new and usable way through translation and language
change. This was most clearly demonstrated in the singing.
We got a "World of Song," a valuable depository of the songs
and the type of songs that were current and available. There
was much enthusiasm among younger people. Now these
"younger people" are graying, and most of them have moved
into the stream of contemporary life and the problems of our
age in a very significant way. When they get together "to
share the heritage," however, they quite often return to an
age of song that is thirty years behind them. They sing the old
fellowship songs with great gusto and they smile to each
other in nostalgic recognition . "Now we are perpetuating the
heritage!" This is a "fixed frame" which has no relation to the
life of today, and woe to those who challenge the ancient
norm. But do our own children sing these songs?
We are living in a "strange interlude" during which the
backward look is a popular relief from the agonies of today.
· In this opening up of history there is a tremendous opportunity for penetration into foundational and lasting values.
Are we seizing the opportunity? Do we have a "live picture"
or are we enjoying a "fixed frame?"

****

****

****

****

****

Another television practice can illuminate the other side
of the concern for heritage. Some television presentations are
"live coverage" or "live shows," in contrast to prerecorded
programs or re-runs . The viewer participates "live" in what is
going on, given, of course, the circumstances and selectivity
of the producer and the camera man . In a sense this is what
the relation to heritage should be, a live participation . In the
above discussion there was a concentration on negative
features, treated in a critical way, and a negative attitude in
the discussion of a problem obligates the critic also to
emphasize the positive. A heritage is extremely valuable; it
should not be played down or dismissed by calling attention
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only to its superficial employment or its abuses. On the
contrary, it deserves to be made a "live show," not a "fixed
frame" or a "re-run." The question should therefore be asked,
in fact it must be asked: What are the factors in a heritage
that should be involved in a lively and contemporary participation? How can a heritage be a "live show?"
In answer to this question it shall be contended that there
are three important factors involved in the perpetuation of a
Danish heritage in America after a century of life by
immigrants and their descendants. The same factors could be
employed in the consideration of other ethnic heritages with
the exception that the religious category would differ. Some
observers might wish to exclude or eliminate the religious
factor, claiming that it is irrelevant, but it would not be
objective or fair to omit it for reasons of prejudice or
ignorance, when it manifestly is now, and has been for many
generations, an inherent factor in Danish life. The three
factors are, the character of the individual, the content of
culture, and the Christian tradition . This shall be spoken of as
the three "C''s: Character, Culture and Christianity.
It is, of course, well nigh impossible to speak of the
character of the individual in general terms. Each individual is
different and may not conform to a pattern . Without
claiming an exclusive class distinction or even a hint of
superiority of one group over another, it must nevertheless be
acknowledged that there are wide variations in the common
humanity of groups that have developed in different parts of
the world, also within the European community, even though
each of the groups has characteristics that vary within the
groups. tommunity life and common experience over long
periods of time have cast the individuals within the groups in
molds, shaped by circumstances, with great individual
variations, of course. Climatic conditions are an important
factor in this development, and so is geographic location. The
people of the cold northland have lived with mountains and
forests, with coastlines that offer perils as well as opportunities, with strategic locations in regard to trade as well as
international power rivalries, with relative exclusion from the .
over-run of shifting populations and invasions, and with roots
back in a Celto-Germanic cultural community, rivaling the
classical Greco-R~man culture in vitality and content. They
have developed a stance of their own, which marked them as
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different, albeit not therefore superior, to other cultural
groups on the European continent. Within this common
heritage of origin and character various families of northmen
in geographically differing sections of what we now call
Scandinavia, partly from the prevailing influence of physical
and climatic circumstances, have developed in some variance
from one another and engage in friendly rivalry. "Family is
the worst foe," said the fox about the red dogs. They nevertheless are of one culture.
In this connection biological research into the nature of
the genes and the programming of the genetic code has made
it clear that an ethnic background is more persistent than
environmental sociologists have been willing to credit. No
one can escape the genetic code of his body, and the code
has been shaped by life and circumstances that reach far
beyond the limitations of human knowledge and remembrance. The Celto-Cermanic origin is in the genes of all
Danes, and, like it or not, it will remain in the genes of
distant descendants.
What this means for the individual character is, of course,
hard to specify. That the influence is there, there can be no
doubt. Of what it consists can with difficulty be the subject
of systematic research . We must therefore turn to other
resources of the human mind, safeguarding, of course, against
individual vagaries and fanatic extremes. The poet, who lives
intensely and speaks with vision, can probably best tell us
what it is all about. Folk wisdom, expressed in folk tales,
ballads and proverbs, are founts of wisdom. The historian and
the archeologist render valuable service. As a contribution of
the latter, the recent evidence of a strong cultural affinity of
Celtic and Nordic culture has opened new insights into the
ethnic origins of our culture. Years ago Vilhelm Gr!1Snbech
probed the early life as no one else has done in Var Folke.et i
Oldtiden, I-IV (The Culture of the Teutons).
Documentation of what poets, folk lore and archeology
tell us about ancient origins and cultural characteristics would
require voluminous examples and analyses, and summary
suggestions can only be personal postulates. It shall therefore
be postulated that emphasis on individuality, personal
independence and freedom have been important elements in
the ancient Danish character and that they are evident today.
The early residents of Denmark had slaves, mostly captives in
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war, but Danes were never slaves. They were never
subjugated by foreign rule but prided themselves on a personal stance of independence and integrity. At the same time
they were strongly community conscious, in part because
they were peer conscious. "Who is your leader?", the people
of Paris shouted, as Danish Vikings sailed by the left bank.
'We have no leader," came the answer. "We have only firsts
among equals."
The fierce independence has negative expressions even
today. Danes are apt to beat down those who raise
themselves above others. The great medieval example of this
is the revolt against King Knud II (St. Knud) in the late
eleventh century. Among the immigrants to America this led
to the downgrading of their own enterprises. "If it is Danish,
it cannot be as good as what others have." The best example
of this is the failure to back up their own educational efforts.
Historically speaking, however, when the crunch was on, the
Danish individual rallied solidly behind the common cause.
History is filled with examples of this.
The counterpart of independence and freedom is personal
integrity. A man's word is binding. It is not easily given, but
once given it stands. This was apparent in the immigrant
community; the exceptions to the rule, of which anyone can
find examples, verify its truth; they demonstrate in part that
Denmark sent not a few of its black sheep in exile to
America. The trustworthiness of a word and the need for
expressing this word in common agreement have been
deposited in Danish law, the law of a proud and independent
people which never succumbed to Roman law. The classical
expression of this is found in the famous prolegomena to
Jyske Lov, the codification of the Law of Jutland in 1241 A.D.
"The law must be honest and just, acceptable, according to
the customs of the land, suitable, useful and plain, so that all
may know and understand what the law says. The law must
not be enacted or written for the special privilege of any
man, but it must be for the good of all that dwell in the
land."
The ancient Nordic character, shared with counterparts in
the Celtic culture underlying the early development of the
British Isles and brought inherently into the British life also
through the Viking conquests, has had far reaching influences
on modern democratic development. The Magna Carta is a
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declaration of peer rights, the jury system is basic in the law,
the declaration "That all men are created equal!" is a
foundational expression. There are other sources for these
ideas and practices, but the Nordic input is strong. The
immigrants had this in their blood, as Johannes V. Jensen
states it: "The migrant soul who in foreign lands / Has sought
to gather an earthly treasure/ Will ever know that his work of
hands / Reveals the values that mind can measure."
In distinction from the characteristics of the individual,
culture is the content of the common life. It is not the
achievement of the individual but the corporate accumulation
of values. Analysts may distinguish between higher culture, or
"fine culture", and folk culture, but no sophisticated expression of an educated intelligentsia is necessarily more genuine
or valuable than the lore of the common people. Each is to
be judged by its fulfillment of potential. The culture of the
Danish people gives expression to a strong reverence for
communality, a profound accumulation of wisdom, and an
intimately developed sense of beauty. In many ways it is
more lyrical than dramatic, reflecting the gentle character of
the Danish landscape in contrast, f . inst., to the mountain
grandeur of Norway. Ibsen is Norweigian, Grundtvig is
Danish.
Again, the spelling out of individual, even basic, features
of Danish culture would require volumes of documentation.
The proof of the pudding lies in the eating. The immigrant
brought culture from the homeland to America, and lived
with it. Much of it has been deposited in the lore of the
immigrant people; much of it has entered organically into
participation in American culture. In the process there has
been a swerving away from the direction taken by the cultural
growth in the former homeland . American visitors often raise
eyebrows when confronted with contemporary Danish cultural
expressions, partly in awe and partly in shock. Danish tourists
do the same when they come to our land. At times it may be
hard to see that immigrant culture and modern Danish culture
have common roots. We have to penetrate beyond the
commercial and the superficial to see it. No one growth is
necessarily better, or worse, than the other, but we must
learn to see that pathways are not necessarily parallel even
though they start out from the same place.
The Christian faith and the Christian fellowship came to
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the North through a process that lasted several hundred years.
There was a long period of contact, an equally long period of
acceptance, and finally a lengthy period of assimilation or
adjustment. The pantheon of ancient gods was swept away
by the faith in God through Christ, but the basic instincts and
the traditional ways of the people were not eliminated; they
were employed by the new faith and became an integral part
of worship and ways. The demonstration of this has been
wonderfully recorded, again by Vilhelm Gr¢nbech in his
essay Religionsskiftet i Norden (The Religious Transition in
the North, available in English translation (mine) only in
manuscript form) . These folk ways of religion correspond to
the strong religious development in the Celtic church on the
British Isles and were influenced by them. Despite the fact
that the Roman church laid a network of supervisory agencies
over the land in the Middle Ages, and despite the fact that
the conceptual orthodoxy of the seventeenth century
encapsuled religious thinking in rather rigid forms, the folk
ways of religion still exist as expressions of the Christian faith.
The essentials of this Christianity, based, of course, on its
basic faith allegiance to the revelation of God in Christ, are
marked by an organic relationship to the common life of the
people as well as by a strong emphasis on worship participation. By worship participation is not exclusively meant the
weekly participation in routine services, a fact hard to
understand by statistically-minded American tourists. It means
that the worship functions of the church are essentially
related to the functions of living. They are essential to the life
of the individual in the great moments of birth, maturity,
marriage and death, but they are also an integral part of the
cycle of functions in nature, such as seedtime and harvest, of
the festival moments connected with returning times as well
as the special situations of great joy or great catastrophe. The
religious fellowship and the common life of the people are
one and the same, despite the negative claims of rationalistic
ideologists unfriendly to or ignorant of religion in any form .
In my opinion it is Grundtvig's great merit that he rediscovered and reestablished this intimate relation of religion
and human living, which doctrinaires have abandoned and
which skeptics have foresworn . He did this without
abandoning the essential faith and the historical character of
the Christian church, and this is what makes him great. To
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claim a heritage of Grundtvig without including the Christian
dimension is an immolation of his essential significance.
Furthermore, he has joined with other greats and given the
Danish people an unmatched treasure of hymnal expression
that has vastly enhanced the culture of his people. How
anyone can claim a Danish heritage without including a
personal appreciation and a living use of Danish hymns, is
beyond the understanding of this writer.
One could go on, but let this be the essential expression
of the positive factors within the Danish heritage available as
a potential for Americans of Danish descent.
A fixed frame or a live show?
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